ASE World Congress of Social Economics Program
“Social Economics in a Time of Interlocking Crises”
University of Massachusetts Boston, June 5-6, 2024
All on-campus events in University Hall

Tuesday June 4:
5:30 – 8:30 pm: Social event at Dorchester Brewing Company.

Wednesday June 5:
8:00 – 9:00 am: Registration, University Hall Atrium.
9:00 – 10:45 am: Concurrent sessions, Block A.
10:45 – 11:15 am: Coffee break.
11:15 – 1:00 pm: Concurrent sessions, Block B.
1:00 – 2:15 pm: Lunch.
2:15 – 4:00 pm: Concurrent sessions, Block C.
4:00-4:30 pm: Coffee break.
4:30-6:15 pm, plenary: “Race and stratification in a time of interlocking crises”
Welcome & introductory remarks:
Pratima Prasad, University of Massachusetts Boston, Interim Dean, College of Liberal Arts
Joseph B. Berger, University of Massachusetts Boston Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
Plenary speakers:
William A. Darity Jr., Duke University
Dania Francis, University of Massachusetts Boston
Moderator:
George DeMartino, University of Denver.
6:15-8:30 pm: Reception, University Hall Atrium.

Thursday June 6:
8:30 – 10:15 am: Concurrent Sessions, Block D.
10:15 – 10:45 am: Coffee break.
10:45 – 12:30 pm: Concurrent Sessions, Block E.
12:30 – 1:45 pm: Lunch.
1:45 – 3:30 pm: Concurrent Sessions, Block F.
3:30 – 4:00 pm: Coffee break.
4:00 – 6:00 pm, plenary: “The future of work”
Plenary speakers:
Juliet Schor, Boston College
Sirisha Naidu, University of Missouri Kansas City
Pavlina Tcherneva, Bard College
Moderator:
Harry Konstantinidis, University of Massachusetts Boston.
Wednesday June 5

[Block A, 9:00am-10:45 am]

Session A.1: Visions of economics and economic agents  |  University Hall, Room 2310

Chair: Anna Klimina, University of Saskatchewan (anna.klimina@usask.ca)

1. “Moral identity, intrinsic motivation, and redefining ‘welfare’ along Aristotelian lines.” Rojhat Avsar, Columbia College Chicago (rbavsar@gmail.com).
2. “Performing or norming? – Economic agency & performativity.” Chris Carbery, Leeds Beckett University (c.carbery@leedsbeckett.ac.uk).
3. “Human needs and poverty: An alternative to the neoclassical theory of affluence.” Roger D. Johnson, Messiah University (rogerecon47@outlook.com) and Douglas Phillippy.

Discussants: Roger D. Johnson, Messiah University (rogerecon47@outlook.com); Anna Klimina, University of Saskatchewan (anna.klimina@usask.ca); Chris Carbery, Leeds Beckett University (c.carbery@leedsbeckett.ac.uk)

Session A.2: Global economy  |  University Hall, Room 1320

Chair: Eurydice Fotopoulou, International Monetary Fund (evfotop@gmail.com)

1. “FDI composition and financial development: The role of institutions and markets in developing countries.” Manuel David Cruz, Boston University (manucruz@bu.edu).
2. “Government-led agricultural R&D and its impact measured by ‘social’ total factor productivity – case of South Korea.” Yaerin Yoon, SOAS University of London (694175@soas.ac.uk).

Discussants: Akash Bhatt, University of Massachusetts Amherst (akashbhatt@umass.edu); Isha Gupta, Ramanujan College (University of Delhi) and CESP (Jawaharlal Nehru University) (isha.gupta106@gmail.com); Eurydice Fotopoulou, Government Economic Service (evfotop@gmail.com)

Session A.3: Mechanisms of social reproduction  |  University Hall, Room 1340

Chair: Smriti Rao, Assumption University (srao@assumption.edu)

1. “Policing the ‘reserve’ wage: The spatial control of unemployment, carceral labor discipline and colonial profitability in Depression-era Kenya.” Jonathan Jenner, University of Manitoba (jonathan.donald.jenner@umanitoba.ca).
2. “Caring or carceral: Understanding the work of social reproduction.” Anastasia C. Wilson, Hobart and William Smith Colleges (awilson@hws.edu).
3. “Multigenerational houses and women’s labor outcomes.” Hoa Vo, American University (hv7474a@american.edu).

**Discussants:** Sripad Motiram (sripad.motiram@umb.edu); Smriti Rao, Assumption University (srao@assumption.edu); Julia F. Engel, Kiel University (j.engel@economics.uni-kiel.de)

**Session A.4:** Bargaining power | University Hall, Room 2110

**Chair:** Aaron Pacitti, Siena College (apacitti@siena.edu)

1. “The Cost of Job Loss and the Loss of Good Jobs.” Aaron Pacitti; Michael Cauvel, University of Southern Maine (michael.cauvel@maine.edu); and Makala Greene.
2. “Labor Market Tightness and Union Activity.” Chantal Pezold; Simon Jäger; and Patrick Nüß, Kiel University (nuess@economics.uni-kiel.de).
3. “Do Better Labor Rights Lead to Lower Suicides? A Cross-Country Panel Analysis.” Arindam Mandal, Siena College (amandal@siena.edu); Aniruddha Mitra; and Phanindra Wunnava.

**Discussants:** Hannah Archambault, Fresno State (harchambault@csufresno.edu); Karan Singhal, University of Luxembourg and Luxembourg Institute of Socioeconomic Research (karansinghal1993@gmail.com); Michael Cauvel, University of Southern Maine (michael.cauvel@maine.edu)

[Block B, 11:15am-1:00pm]

**Session B.1:** Reparations, virtues, and values | University Hall, Room 2310

**Chair:** Rojhat Avsar, Columbia College Chicago (rbavsar@gmail.com)

1. “Redirecting economic policy after the pandemic: Expanding Black Reparations.” John B. Davis, Marquette University and University of Amsterdam (john.davis@mu.edu).
2. “Justice for Scotland?” Andrew Cumbers; Niall MacKenzie; and Robert McMaster, University of Glasgow (robert.mcmaster@glasgow.ac.uk).
3. “When neoliberal virtues trump social economic aspirations.” Paolo Ramazzotti, Universita’ di Macerata (ramazzotti@unimc.it).

**Discussants:** Robert McMaster, University of Glasgow (robert.mcmaster@glasgow.ac.uk); Jonathan Jenner, University of Manitoba (jonathan.donald.jenner@umanitoba.ca); Rojhat Avsar, Columbia College Chicago (rbavsar@gmail.com)

**Session B.2:** Precarious work | University Hall, Room 1320

**Chair:** Chiara Piovani, University of Denver (chiara.piovani@du.edu)

2. “Understanding how higher education influences the relationship between social inequality factors and precarious work in Peru.” **Luis Rondan-Vasquez**, University of Florida (londonavasquez@ufl.edu).

3. “Employment and welfare protection of off-farm workers and social sustainability in China.” **Zhenzhen Zhang**, SOAS University of London (687594@soas.ac.uk).

Discussants: Binderiya Byambasuren, Institute for Women’s Policy Research (binderiya.bva@gmail.com); Emek Karakilic, University of Massachusetts Boston (emek.karakilic001@umb.edu); Chiara Piovani, University of Denver (chiara.piovani@du.edu)

**Session B.3: Garment workers and artisans | University Hall, Room 1340**

Chair: Thereza Balliester Reis, SOAS University of London (tr17@soas.ac.uk)

1. “Caste and crafts: The case of Scheduled Caste Artisans in India.” **Satyaki Dasgupta**, Colorado State University (satyaki.dasgupta7@gmail.com).

2. “How well do garment workers live? Evidence from Dhaka, Bangladesh.” **Farida C. Khan**, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs (fkhan@uccs.edu) and Joshua Villanueva.

Discussants: Hassan Mujtaba, University of Massachusetts Amherst (hmujtaba@umass.edu); Thereza Balliester Reis, SOAS University of London (tr17@soas.ac.uk)

**Session B.4: Financialization and shareholding | University Hall, Room 2110**

Chair: Nina Eichacker, University of Rhode Island (nina_eichacker@uri.edu)

1. “The myth that shareholders are investors.” **Lenore Palladino**, University of Massachusetts Amherst (lpalladino@umass.edu).

2. “Asset markets, rates of return, and the U.S. working class.” **Leila Davis**, University of Massachusetts Boston (leila.davis@umb.edu) and **Harry Konstantinidis**, University of Massachusetts Boston.

3. “Financialisation of housing in South Korea: State-sanctioned popular speculation on houses.” **Hwanhee Bae**, SOAS University of London (674649@soas.ac.uk).

Discussants: Nina Eichacker, University of Rhode Island (nina_eichacker@uri.edu); Lenore Palladino, University of Massachusetts Amherst (lpalladino@umass.edu); Carmen Giovanazzi, University of Duisburg-Essen (carmen.giovanazzi@uni-duc.de)

[Block C, 2:15pm-4:00pm]

**Session C.1: Conceptualizing the economy | University Hall, Room 2310**
Chair: Gary Mongiovi, St. John’s University (mongiovg@stjohns.edu)

1. “What is, or ought to be, social economy?” Amitava Dutt, University of Notre Dame (adutt@nd.edu).
2. “What do markets do?” James Rosenberg, University of Wisconsin-Madison (rosenberg24@wisc.edu).
   George DeMartino, University of Denver (george.demartino@du.edu).

Discussants: James Rosenberg, University of Wisconsin-Madison (rosenberg24@wisc.edu); Paolo Ramazzotti (ramazzotti@unime.it), Universita’ di Macerata; Gary Mongiovi, St. John’s University (mongiovg@stjohns.edu)

Session C.2: Development | University Hall, Room 1320

Chair: Arindam Mandal, Siena College (amandal@siena.edu)

1. “Private sanitation and psychosocial health in adolescent girls.” Ray Miller; Jackson D. Mudenda, Colby College (jacksonnr.mudenda@gmail.com); Ashish K. Sedai; and Lauren Vilims.
2. “Understanding the use of digital credit by vulnerable individuals in Nairobi.” Thereza Balliester Reis, SOAS University of London (tr17@soas.ac.uk); Radha Upadhyaya; and Anthony Gathogo.
3. “Short Run Impact of Climate Shock on Women’s Unpaid Work: A Case from Indian Coastal Hotspots.” Jheelum Sarkar, American University (js8622a@american.edu).

Discussants: Jheelum Sarkar, American University (js8622a@american.edu); Arindam Mandal, Siena College (amandal@siena.edu); Kurt Semm, New School for Social Research and Institute for New Economic Thinking (ksemm@newschool.edu)

Session C.3: Topics in fiscal and monetary policy | University Hall, Room 1340

Chair: Gary Dymski, Leeds University (g.dymski@leeds.ac.uk)

2. “Why do central bankers promote cultural institutions? National heritage meets economic policy through six events in the history of the Banco de la República.” Ricardo José Salas Díaz, University of Massachusetts Amherst (rsalasdiaz@umass.edu).
3. “Adventures on money island: Origin stories, monetary experimentation, and community production.”
   Benjamin Wilson, SUNY Cortland (bcw@cortland.edu).

Discussants: Gary Dymski, Leeds University (g.dymski@leeds.ac.uk); Luis Rondan-Vasquez, University of Florida (frondanvasquez@ufl.edu); Hwanhee Bae, SOAS University of London (674649@soas.ac.uk)

Session C.4: Technology and big data | University Hall, Room 2110
Chair: Marjan Fadavi Ardekani, New School for Social Research (fadam352@newschool.edu) 

1. “Technological innovation as regulatory arbitrage.” Anton Korinek; Juan Antonio Montecino, American University (montecino@american.edu); and Joseph Stiglitz.
2. “Gender in the digital job markets.” Eurydice Fotopoulou, Government Economic Service (evfotop@gmail.com).

Discussants: Marjan Fadavi Ardekani, New School for Social Research (fadam352@newschool.edu); Selin Secil Akin, American University (sakin@american.edu); Roberto Veneziani, Queen Mary University of London (r.veneziani@qmul.ac.uk)

Plenary panel I: Race and stratification in a time of interlocking crises | University Hall, Room 2310 (4:30-6:15 pm).

Plenary Speakers:
  Dania Francis, University of Massachusetts Boston.

Moderator: George DeMartino, University of Denver

Thursday June 6

[Block D, 8:30am-10:15am]

Session D.1: Visions of social economies | University Hall, Room 1300

Chair: Benjamin Wilson, SUNY Cortland (bcw@cortland.edu)

1. “Hope ahead: Proposing a social economy alternative for Ukraine’s post-war Reconstruction.” Anna Klimina, University of Saskatchewan (anna.klimina@usask.ca).
2. “Creating integrated collaboratives to democratize work.” David Kristjanson-Gural, Bucknell University (kristjan@bucknell.edu).
3. “Indigenous and peasant women in the defense of their communal, peasant and indigenous identity while preserving nature, territorial and communal well-being.” Michelle Escobar, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (michelle.escobar88@yahoo.com.mx); María Socorro Galicia Sánchez; Reynalda Martínez Juárez; and Roberta Torres.

Discussants: David Kristjanson-Gural, Bucknell University (kristjan@bucknell.edu); Alena Křížková, Institute of Sociology, Czech Academy of Sciences (alena.krizkova@soc.cas.cz); Benjamin Wilson, SUNY Cortland (bcw@cortland.edu)
Session D.2: Gender in the global economy | University Hall, Room 1320

Chair: Juan Antonio Montecino, American University (montecino@american.edu)

1. “Feminist governance and the moral economy of the globalized value chain.” Fauzia Erfan Ahmed, Miami University Ohio (ahmedfe@miamioh.edu).
2. “Social infrastructure spending and the gender dimensions of debt sustainability.” Selin Secil Akin, American University (sakin@american.edu) and Juan Antonio Montecino.
3. “Women-led exporting firms. Is gender a determinant in firms exports in Albania?” Rejla Bozdo, University of Tirana and American (rejlabozdo@feut.edu.al) and Mieke Meurs.

Discussants: Hoa Vo, American University (hv7474a@american.edu); Patricia Sánchez Pérez, University of Massachusetts Amherst (psanchezperer@umass.edu); Fauzia Erfan Ahmed, Miami University Ohio (ahmedfe@miamioh.edu).

Session D.3: Social economics and the environment | University Hall, Room 1340

Chair: Zoe Sherman, Merrimack College (shermanz@merrimack.edu)

1. “Crops, sunlight, or capital gains yields? Agrivoltaics in the European Union.” Rubén Vezzoni, University of Helsinki (ruben.vezzoni@helsinki.fi).
2. “Institution interplay and the effectiveness and evolution of national environmental policy interventions.” Jouni Paavola, School of Earth and Environment, University of Leeds (jounijpaavola@gmail.com).

Discussants: Jouni Paavola, School of Earth and Environment, University of Leeds (jounijpaavola@gmail.com); Zoe Sherman, Merrimack College (shermanz@merrimack.edu); Rubén Vezzoni, University of Helsinki (ruben.vezzoni@helsinki.fi).

Session D.4: Inequalities in the United States | University Hall, Room 2110

Chair: Christian Weller, University of Massachusetts Boston (christian.weller@umb.edu)

1. “The impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on time and income poverty in the U.S.” Thomas Masterson, Levy Institute (masterso@levy.org); Fernando Rios-Avila; Aashima Sinha; and Ajit Zacharias; with research assistance from Rachel Paz.
2. “The Covid-19 pandemic and inequalities in the United States: What is the state of the evidence?” Chiara Piovani, University of Denver (chiara.piovani@du.edu); Hinckley Jones-Sanpei; Lapo Salucci; and Jennifer Greenfield.
3. “Examining wealth inequality among Asian American households.” **Sohyon Pak**, University of Massachusetts Boston, and **Christian Weller**, University of Massachusetts Boston (christian.weller@umb.edu).

**Discussants:** Zarah Westrich, Institute for Socio-Economics (University of Duisburg-Essen) & International Max Planck Research School (IMPRS-SPCE) (westrich@mpiwg.de); Sohyon Pak, University of Massachusetts Boston (sohyon.pak001@umb.edu); Thomas Masterson, Levy Institute (masterso@levy.org)

[Block E, 10:45am-12:30pm]

**Session E.1:** Conceptualizing the economy | University Hall, Room 1300

**Chair:** Harry Konstantinidis, University of Massachusetts Boston (konstantinidis@umb.edu)

2. “James M. Buchanan: The modern rhetoric of vulgar political economy.” **Gary Mongiovi**, St John’s University (mongiovg@stjohns.edu).
3. “What went so wrong in economics?” **Frederic B. Jennings Jr., Ph.D**, Center for Ecological Economic and Ethical Education (CEEEE) and www.bio4climate.org (ecologicaleconomics@yahoo.com).

**Discussants:** George DeMartino, University of Denver (george.demartino@du.edu); John B. Davis, Marquette University and University of Amsterdam (john.davis@mu.edu); Michelle Escobar, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (michelle.escobar88@yahoo.com.mx)

**Session E.2:** Knowledge and labor economics | University Hall, Room 1340

**Chair:** Samantha Sterba, University of Redlands (samantha_sterba@redlands.edu)

1. “The long-term impacts of mentors: Evidence from experimental and administrative data.” **Alex Bell**, UCLA (ambell@gmail.com) and Neviana Petkova.
2. “Gender, ethnicity, and field specializations in Economics: PhD field choices, their determinants, and future outcomes.” **Karan Singhal**, University of Luxembourg and Luxembourg Institute of Socioeconomic Research (karanSinghal1993@gmail.com) and Eva Sierminska.
3. “Captured by conflict.” Maria Cubel; **Julia F. Engel**, Kiel University (.engel@economics.uni-kiel.de); Patrick Nüß; and Santiago Sánchez-Pages.

**Discussants:** Patrick Nüß, Kiel University (nuess@economics.uni-kiel.de); Samantha Sterba, University of Redlands (samantha_sterba@redlands.edu); Alex Bell, UCLA (ambell@gmail.com)

**Session E.3:** Exploitation | University Hall, Room 2110
Chair: Paulo dos Santos, New School for Social Research (p.dossantos@newschool.edu)

1. “Revisiting neoclassical exploitation.” Ross Tippit, BMCC-CUNY (RTippit@pm.me).
2. “What exploitation is.” Ben Ferguson; Peter H. Matthews; David Ronayne; Roberto Veneziani, Queen Mary University of London (r.veneziani@qmul.ac.uk).
3. “A theory of the collaborative enterprise.” David Kristjanson-Gural, Bucknell University (kristjan@bucknell.edu).

Discussants: Paulo dos Santos, New School for Social Research (p.dossantos@newschool.edu); Mark Setterfield, New School for Social Research (mark.setterfield@newschool.edu); Ross Tippit, BMCC-CUNY (RTippit@pm.me)

[Block F, 1:45-3:30 pm]

Session F.1: Polycrisis and authoritarian capitalism | University Hall, Room 1300

Chair: Lesslie Valencia Vera, Open University (lesslie.valencia@open.ac.uk)

1. “Post-colonial rebellion and the legitimation crisis.” Ann E. Davis, Marist College (adavisa@gmail.com).
2. “The information hierarchy and the limits of economic policy in the era of polycrises: Challenging the systematic invisibilization of bottom-up approaches.” Gary Dymski, University of Leeds (g.dymski@leeds.ac.uk) and Lesslie Valencia Vera, Open University.
3. “Managing the discontent of the losers redux: A future of authoritarian neoliberalism or social capitalism.” Mark Setterfield, New School for Social Research (mark.setterfield@newschool.edu).

Discussants: Zhenzhen Zhang, SOAS University of London (687594@soas.ac.uk); Ann E. Davis, Marist College (adavisa@gmail.com); Ricardo José Salas Díaz, University of Massachusetts Amherst (rsalasdiaz@umass.edu)

Session F.2: Health and aging | University Hall, Room 1320

Chair: Farida C. Khan, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs (fkhan@uccs.edu)

1. “Family caregiving at older ages: Implications for adult children by race and ethnicity.” Binderiya Byambasuren, Institute for Women's Policy Research (binderiya.bya@gmail.com).
2. “Spatial dynamics of health insurance coverage expansion in Brazil.” Giovana Cavaggioni Bigliazzi, Universidade de São Paulo (giovana.bigliazzi@usp.br) and Leonardo Portes Merlini.
3. “New technologies and older workers in banking and nursing.” Alena Křížková, Institute of Sociology, Czech Academy of Sciences (alena.krizkova@soc.cas.cz); Marie Pospíšilová; and Radka Dudová.

Discussants: Farida C. Khan, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs (fkhan@uccs.edu); Lacson D. Mudenda, Colby College (lacksonjr.mudenda@gmail.com); Giovana Cavaggioni Bigliazzi, Universidade de Sao Paulo (giovana.bigliazzi@usp.br)
Session F.3: Structural change | University Hall, Room 1340

Chair: Manuel David Cruz, Boston University (manucruz@bu.edu)

1. “Structural asymmetry: Unequal exchange and global labor inequality in international trade.” Makar Golosheykin, American University (mg1810a@american.edu).
2. “Land allocation, distribution and structural change in a developing economy: A Kaldorian perspective.” Isha Gupta, Ramanujan College (University of Delhi) and CESP (Jawaharlal Nehru University) (isha.gupta106@gmail.com).

Discussants: Yannis Bougiatiotis, New School for Social Research (boug087@newschool.edu); Yaerin Yoon, SOAS University of London (694175@soas.ac.uk); Manuel David Cruz, Boston University (manucruz@bu.edu)

Session F.4: Social reproduction | University Hall, Room 2110

Chair: Anastasia Wilson, Hobart and William Smith Colleges (awilson@hws.edu)

1. “The socioeconomic and gendered organization of social reproduction in the United States and United Kingdom, 1973-2013.” Katherine A. Moos, University of Massachusetts Amherst (kmoos@umass.edu) and Pilar Gonalons-Pons.
2. “A critical review of crises in social reproduction.” Samantha Sterba, University of Redlands (samantha_sterba@redlands.edu).
3. “The ‘Reproductive Fix’: Informality, gendered migration and accumulation in India.” Smriti Rao, Assumption University (srao@assumption.edu).

Discussants: Anastasia Wilson, Hobart and William Smith Colleges (awilson@hws.edu); Katherine A. Moos, University of Massachusetts Amherst (kmoos@umass.edu); Débora M Nunes, Colorado State University (debora.nunes@colostate.edu)

Plenary panel II: The future of work | University Hall, Room 1300 (4:00-6:00 pm).

Plenary Speakers:
Juliet Schor, Boston College.
Sirisha Naidu, University of Missouri Kansas City.
Pavlina Tcherneva, Bard College.

Moderator: Harry Konstantinidis
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